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    US troops in Niger are staying put, for now

          About 1,000 US personnel are in Niger including roughly 650 troops.
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    Milley, McKenzie face angry lawmakers over botched Afghan withdrawal, Abbey Gate

          Under ferocious questioning from Republicans, the retired generals told a House meeting that the State Deparment's call for an evacuation came too late.
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      Air Force fires two medical commanders at Joint Base Charleston

    
          Two commanders were fired and a senior enlisted leader was reassigned on March 14.
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      Navy Lt. Cmdr arrested for child sexual abuse in Washington

    
          Lt. Cmdr. Lucas Martinez, 61, was arrested after paying a 14-year-old for sex, authorities say.
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      USS Idaho is the Navy’s latest nuclear submarine to be christened

    
          The Navy has a new toy in the works.
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    Alaska Airman who died on duty identified, loaded weapons on F-22s

          Officials did not give details about the fatal incident but said it was being investigated.
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    ‘The Bloody Hundredth’ tells the true story of ‘Masters of the Air’

          The new documentary adds some needed context that was missing from the miniseries.
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        Soldiers try out for first recruiting warrant officer spots at Fort Knox

      

      
              The new warrant officer position: 420T Talent Acquisition Technician was announced in October.
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        Admiral McRaven, who oversaw bin Laden raid, gets $50 million from Jeff Bezos

      

      
               William H. McRaven planned and oversaw the Navy SEAL raid that killed Osama bin Laden.
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        Army major honors fallen soldiers with Native eagle feathers in hair

      

      
              Granted a religious accommodation to wear eagle feathers, Maj. Patrick Sorensen said each represent a fallen soldier or comrade he has served with.
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        Navy gyms and fitness centers can now be open 24/7

      

      
              The new policy applies to all 70 bases around the world, though, of course, you'll need a safety brief before you get access.
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        Marines fire 2 commanders at School of Infantry-West

      

      
              The school's top officer and the CO of elite reconnaissance training were fired “for loss of trust and confidence in their ability to execute the responsibilities of their commands.”
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        Marines send rapid reaction FAST security team to Haiti Embassy

      

      
              Marine FAST security teams train to respond to rowdy mobs, coordinated attacks, bomb threats and even snipers.
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        Puerto Rico National Guard soldier dies trying to save man drowning near beach

      

      
              The body of Staff Sgt. Fidel Cruz-Llanos was recovered on Tuesday.
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        The Army’s floating pier in Gaza is a preview of Indo-Pacific tactics

      

      
              The pier will bring ashore up to 2 million meals per day in Gaza, but would be a centerpiece of future potential Pacific conflicts.
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        Marines may revamp pistol training to require more lethal shots
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        US sending $300 million in weapons aid to Ukraine

      

      
              The weapons include anti-armor and anti-tank systems.
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        Army will field ‘mixed reality’ headsets to combat units this year

      

      
              Soldiers complained that the first version of the headset gave them motion sickness, nausea and neck injuries.
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        Troops would get 4.5% pay bump in new Pentagon budget

      

      
              Troops would get a 4.5% raise in their basic pay.
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        173rd Airborne soldier reported missing in Italy [Updated]

      

      
              The paratrooper allegedly escaped early Friday after being put under 24-hour guard.
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